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Thanks to its ability to combine both private and public computing infrastructures in a single solution, the fast-emerging
hybrid cloud provides customers a flexible means to keep their heads well above the ever-rising tide of information driven
by big data, the Internet of Things (IoT) and mobile computing.
Top IT strategic consulting and research firms have already pegged 2015 a watershed year for adoption of hybrid cloud
solutions, which offers magnetic, best-of-both-worlds appeal. The private portion provides enhanced security and control,
while a public part provides scalability, flexibility and savings.
The ability to balance the use of a private cloud and a public one depends on a customer’s current server and application
infrastructure.

Why do your customers need it?
Companies have long struggled to afford and don’t always need private networks with on-premise servers that –
along with the apps they run - have to be managed, maintained and upgraded. Buying new servers to provide
scalability and backup adds capital spending to customer’s cost pains.

What are the benefits?

Questions to ask

A hybrid cloud solution offers the best of
both cloud worlds.

Creating a server and software inventory.

> Large sites have the ability to retain control of
mission-critical gear and data and smaller sites
can hand off costly management and
maintenance.
> Save money with pay-as-you-use
infrastructure compared to buying equipment
and software.
> Quickly scale to handle expected or
unexpected traffic peaks.
> Access and availability to data in disaster or
crisis situations.
> Emerging security options available including
private connections to cloud providers.
> Hybrids address traditional information and
data from Internet-connected and mobile
devices.
> Free up skilled staff by shifting computing
resources and care offsite.

> How many servers do you have, where are
they located, are any redundant and are any
near the end of their life span?
> Are any difficult to manage, maintain and
support? Do you have a handle on people
costs?
> Are any of the servers geographically
dispersed? Do any of their locations suffer
from bad weather, downtime or poor facilities?
> What apps are the servers running? Would you
prefer not to manage any of them?
> How many remote sites and workers do
you have?
> What type of networks do you use?

Potential challenges and responses.
Some companies are hesitant to move to a cloud solution because they’re concerned about securing core
internal and customer data.
Response: Customers receive enhanced security for mission critical data by using the private element of a
hybrid cloud rather than the public portion. Many service providers offer options such as a network-to-network
interface (NNI) between clouds and a direct private connection to the cloud service provider’s far-reaching
Many businesses like the dollars and sense of the hybrid cloud computing option but are unsure where to begin
and how to balance private and public elements.

The Bottom Line
The emergence of the hybrid cloud solution has eliminated many concerns of businesses that had opted not to
move to a fully private or completely public cloud. The combination of the two provides savvy agents the
opportunity to help match their computing needs on a sever- and app-basis with a public or private cloud
element.
Savings from capital spending avoidance, cost reductions from the pay-as-you-use public approach and freeing
IT from routine management, maintenance and admin of certain servers and some apps can all be redirected to
strategic business efforts in the areas of BI, CRM, the IoT and analytics to propel companies forward.
Now is the time to begin selling hybrid cloud solutions to customers and prospects. Opportunity is knocking loudly.
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